A piecewise function of resistivity of liver: determining parameters with finite element analysis of radiofrequency ablation.
Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is a widely used thermal treatment for liver tumors. Knowledge about the resistivity of liver is a prerequisite for the predictability of producible thermo-necrosis with RFA. Most research to date has focused on performing specific experiments to determine the resistivity of a given liver. This work aims to determine the resistivity from the time course of impedance obtained in RFA. We assume that the liver resistivity obeys a piecewise function of temperature. We determine in this work the means and standard derivations of parameters in the resistivity function with finite element analysis of ex vivo bipolar RFA. We experimentally found the temperature at the electrode equal to 125.2 °C. This finding validates a parameter in the function relating to the temperature at which the resistivity starts to rise exponentially. We conclude that it is feasible and reliable to characterize the resistivity function of liver in using the time course of impedance from RFA. This work opens a pathway for the automatic determination of the patient specific resistivity of in vivo liver.